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EXTERN EDUCATION 

by Elaine Ezekiel '13 

Sophomore Elaine Ezekiel wrote the fo llowing story about her externship 

with alumna Rachel Udow '08. The award winning Discovery Externship 

Program is one of those "K" innovations that make the education here so 

valuable. 

How does an unassuming , Ang lo, 24-year old woman from Dexter, 

Michigan end up on the Texas-Mexico border advocating for the health of 

migrant workers? That question was foremost in my mind when I applied 

to the Center for Career and Professional Development's Discovery 

Externship Program to spend two weeks living and working with Rachel 

Udov/08. I filed my application to "extern" with Migrant Health Promotion, 

the non-profit for which Rachel works, with only a vague idea of what the 

externship might hold. Two weeks later, Rachel called me for an interview, 

quizzing me in Spanish to check my fluency. And two months after that, 

Rachel met me at the airport in Hidalgo County. Texas, where I'd be working. 

We stepped out of the terminal into what felt like a foreign country (90 percent of Hidalgo County's population 

is Hispanic). I wiped sweat from my eyes and saw a barrage of signs and billboards in Spanish. We stopped 

at a supermarket, and Rachel's interactions flitted from rapid Spanish to excited English as she explained her 

plan for the next two weeks. 

When she'd e-mailed me saying she wanted me out in the field as much as possible, I'd assumed she meant 

the agricultural fields where migrant workers harvest cotton. citrus , onions and sugarcane. A silent panic set 

in as I tried to imagine the feel of an afternoon's searing heat during midday toil in a field. To my relief. Rachel 

clarified that by "field " she meant MHP's field of community outreach. 

We pulled off of the highway and into Rachel's dirt driveway across from a cane field. She lives in what's 

ca lled a colonia, an unzoned neighborhood near the Mexico border and often lacking essential infrastructure. 

Her home is propped atop stacks of cinder blocks to avoid saturation from the oft-flooding Rio Grande levees. 

Rachel's college friend. Marlene Chavez '08, who grew up next door, arra nged for her to live here. The 

friends met as first-year runners on the Hornet cross-count ry team. Marlene introduced Rachel to the Rio 

Grande Valley when they collaborated on their Senior Individualized Project, a documenta ry about single 

mothers in the va lley. I fell asleep early on that first night. succumbing to the unexpected wave of South Texas 

culture shock. 

It was already 80 degrees outside at 6:30 the next morning, when a chorus of the neighbor 's roosters, geese, 

five dogs. and a pony woke us. After co ld showers and a light breakfast, Rachel and I drove her Chow, Lila. to 

a nearby park in order to avoid the half dozen rowdy neighborhood dogs. scrapping for Lila's affection. 

Walking Lila, we passed a man se lling raspas, or sno-cones, boasting a selection of more than 50 flavors, 

including the local delicacy, dubbed a "Piccadilly:" grape syrup over shaved iced. topped with the contents of 

a Kooi-Aid packet, dill pickles. and several Flamin ' Hot Cheetos. 

After dropping Lila at home, Rachel and I headed to MHP's headquarters: a nondescript office nestled in 

Weslaco's historic district. Rachel stepped into her office, labeled Program Director, and handed me a pair of 

headphones. asking me to translate three video interviews about immigrat ion stories so that they could be 

dubbed in English and posted to YouTube as ed ucational material. 

Determined to translate the unfamiliar Mexican Spanish completely. I sat in the chill y conference room under 

fl uorescent lights for most of the workday. replaying rapid sentences over and over, until I'd picked apart 

every possible unknown word with my translation dictionary. I sat puzzling over one man saying he harvested 

pino. or pine trees, in Texas. until I realized he was saying a heavily-accented pepino, or cucumber. 

During the next two weeks, Rachel fit me into her routine of coming home from work to walk Lila. 

experimenting with new recipes, visiting her neighbors. and going to sleep around 10 p.m. I saw her both in 

an out of a professional environment , which helped us get to know each other quickl y. After a stressful day of 

work, Marlene's home was a haven of laughter and delicious TexMex. Meeting the Chavez family was a high 

point of my externship. Their we lcoming yet frank spirit put me at ease, even across a language barrier. 

Marlene, who works with a legal aid firm in the valley, and Rachel became interested in the rights of migrant 

workers at "K." The women worked together in a service-learning partnership between Farmworker Legal 

Services and the Mary Jane Underwood Stryker Institute for Service-Learning. Rachel continued to work 

FLS after graduating and before her move to MHP. 

MHP uses a model of advocacy where respected members of a community are designated and trained to 

become Promatoras, or health workers. Rachel spends her time behind the scenes, writing grants, 

coordinating with the Promatoras and fi elding problems. Each program is run by grant support. and most 

have finite schedules to achieve their goals of educating colonia populations about a range of issues, 

including healthy pregnancies. teen empowerment, vitamins , relationship violence , and severe weather 

preparedness. 

Early in the externship Rachel put my interest in journalism to use by assigning me to shadow or conduct an 

interview with a Promatora from each MHP's programs. I spoke with a dozen 

women so committed to their cause that my task began to seem less like work 

and more of an honor. albeit an important responsibility to something sacred. 

Before heading back to the colonia I would transcribe or translate each story of 

community empowerment. 

Rachel and I were at the supermarket after work one afternoon, and I remember 

seeing obese mothers and their overweight children checking out on either side 

of us. purchasing two-liter cokes, Ramen noodles, and loaves of Wonder Bread. 

On the way home. Rachel told me that many women consider those groceries a 

staple. Access to healthy and affordable food can be challenging for va lley 

residents. Rachel sa id that promoting nutrition is more complexthanjust 

explaining the food pyramid. 

I learned the complexity of living in the valley one morning when Rachel and I 

heard that a tropical storm was barreling straight for us. M. first, I was simply 

frightened for my own safety, never having experienced a hurricane before. 

Rachel 's concern was on behalf of families with undocumented members . U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement maintains permanent checkpoints along 

the only evacuation routes in times of danger. Families with undocumented 

members must choose braving the storm in their frail colonia homes or 

evacuating and running the risk of deportation of a loved one. 

Something I 

had applied for 

on a whim 

provided 

unforgettable 

lessons in 

humility, 

perspective, 

and gratitude in 

away 

impossible to 

glean solely 

from a 

classroom. The storm merely soaked the va lley. but it caused fatalities in parts of Mexico. 

and I learned that families in the va lley's colonias had opted to endanger the 

ent ire family in order to stay together. The pain of such a choice made me angry, and I called ICE's Texas 

offi ce to ask about its evacuation po licy. The operator treated me with extreme suspicion, asking me 

questions about my identity and motivation for calling and leaving me on hold before transferring me to 

another operator who told me that that information was unava ilable. 

In such unexpected ways my externship shed light on the immigration debate. Something I had applied for on 

a whim provided unforgettable lessons in humility. perspecti ve. and gratitude in a way impossible to glean 

solely from a classroom. I came to appreciate the experiential opportunities" K" provides and the important 

connections that result. Because Rachel joined the cross-country team she ended up in Texas, making a 

difference in a community that needs her. She trusted herself to follow the people she grew to love at K. and 

opportunities unfolded before her. 

Rachel said it best one evening at a coffee shop when I asked her how she ended up in such an unlikely 

place. After a thoughtful pause she said. " I care about issues outside of myself, but I don't reall y get drawn to 

issues. or fired up about issues. I think that what you get fired up about are relationships and people." 

Photo 

Rachel Udow '08 (left) and Elaine Ezekiel '13 
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AMAZING THINGS 

by Jane Parikh 

When Kalamazoo College students march down the Quad and accept 

their diplomas each June, they also receive membership in the extensive 

network of "K" alumni. 

During Fall Quarter 2010, the College's Center for Career and Professional Development plugged into this 

alumni network during the first of two scheduled Professional Development Institutes (POl) for students 

wanting to get a jump start on post-graduate plans. 

Each POl engages alumni and other fri ends of the College in two days of events aimed at helping Kalamazoo 

students consider and prepare for life after "K." Through workshops and formal and informal discussions, 

students meet w ith alumni and business leaders. and make connections designed to help them find and 

secure employment opportunities. 

During a panel discussion that concluded day-one of the Fall PDI, four alumni put forth a very strong case for 

the va lue of a Kalamazoo education. They spoke about experiences they had as "K" students that helped lay 

the groundwork for their successes in the working world. 

''You have no idea how w illing alumni are to open their networks to 'K' students," said Douglas Steel '80, 

Ph.D., chief scientific officer for U.S. Bioremediation, Inc., headquartered in Sa lt Lake City. ''Whether you 

realize it or not, you've acquired a unique skill set. You're not going to li sten to o ld people who say 'That can't 

be done.'" 

As an example, Steel mentioned fell ow "K" classmate Larry Bell '80, founder of Bell's Brewing Company in 

Kalamazoo. "Larry Bell didn't major in beer-making while at 'K. '" Steel said . "But. he is proof of what can 

happen if you have an idea and don 't let the details bog you down." 

Regg Wilson '70 encouraged students to a lways emphasize finding their passion . He said this was one of the 

most important lessons he took away from his time as a student. "One of the great assets 'K' gave to me was 

the knowledge that I could master something in 10 weeks," said Wilson. founder of Cultivating Your Legacy 

and president of Los Ange les Philanthropic Advisors Network. "You can be fearless in a relatively short 

amount of time.·· 

Surviving the rigors of 1 0-week quarters and gaining the confidence that goes a long with that are va luable 

commodities in a globa l economy that demands f lexibility and a strong knowledge base. POl panelists agreed 

that "K" graduates are thought of very favorab ly by leaders in the public and private sectors because of the ir 

ability to think in a criti cal and sometimes unconventiona l manner. 

Kalamazoo County Eighth District Court Judge Anne Blatchford '82 to ld students that she left " K" a much 

stronger and more confident individual because of the challenges issued to her throughout her experience 

with her professors and advisors. She recalled one particularly grueling episode when her SIP (Student 

Individualized Project) advisor had her rewrite her resume more than a dozen times in preparation for her 

"One of the 

great assets 'K' 

gave to me was 

the knowledge 

that I could 

master 

something in 10 

weeks. You can 

be fearless in a 

relatively short 

amount of 

time ." 

project. He then had her te ll him what it takes to represent Kalamazoo College. 

When he felt Blatchford was ready, he allowed her to begin work on her SIP. " I 

had to earn that respect," Blatchford sa id . '' I lea rned from that experience that I 

had the tools I needed, and he showed me how by making me do it. It 's that belief 

in yourself that you leave 'K' w ith." 

This is what gave Harry Garland '68 the courage to leave a teaching position at 

Stanford University to start his own company. Garland now is chairman of 

Garland Actuarial. LLC . and Agile Sciences. Inc .. based in San Francisco. 

"Anybody who graduates from thi s co llege has tremendous capability. " Garland 

said. " It' s important for you to realize you have the capability to do amazing 

things. " 

A second POl for "K" students is schedu led for April 14-15 at the Co llege . For more info on this and other 

programs sponsored by the Center for Career and Professional Development, ca ll (269) 337-7183, or visit 

www. kzoo. ed ulca reerdevelopment. 

Photo 

Kalamazoo alumni (1 -r) Anne Blatchford '82. Harry Garland '68. Douglas Stee l '80, and Regg Wilson 7 0 

helped students consider and prepare for life after "K" during the Fall Quarter Professional Development 

Institute. 
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ETIQUETTE SERVED 

by Jane Parikh 

Business dining etiquette was on the menu at a dinner for Kalamazoo 

College seniors last fall. 

With copies of a 77-year-old etiquette book on a nearby table , Meredith 

Parfet, director of Global Research Operations for MPI Research in nearby Mattawan, instructed about 100 

'· K" seniors on the intricacies of eating with the boss, business colleagues, or prospective employers. 

She said the positioning of the knives, forks , and spoons at each place setting provides a v isual guide to the 

order in which each eating utensil is used. 

" It's outside in and top to bottom ," Parfet said. 

Her instruction on the proper use of tableware was one of several "Ah-hah !" moments for many of the 

students at the dinner. Another came when Parfet talked about proper napkin etiquette. 

"Place the napkin on your lap when you're seated. place it on your chair when leaving the table. and place 

the napkin to the left of your plate when you're done." she said. 

Parfet's presentation was part of the College's twice-yearly, two-day Professional Development Institute (PDI) 

offered to "K" students in order to prepare them for life after graduation. Sponsored by the College's Center 

for Ca reer and Professional Development , the Fall Quarter POl included workshops and seminars on topics 

such as networking and job hunting. 

As a top level executive with MPI, Parfet has attended many business dinners both in the United States and 

abroad. She said sometimes the best thing to do is what everyone else is doing. 

'·Manners are a form of politeness. They show that you're prepared, put together, and composed," Parfet 

said . "Manners are also a way of setting things up so you avoid insulting people. 

"The rule I always learned in a cross-cultural exchange is to show humility." 

Kathleen Kruse. a senior majoring in biology, said Parfet 's advice put her mind at ease, particularly when she 

discussed the art of conversation . 

"Stick to discussing current events and don't discuss politics, re ligion, or sex," Parfet said. "Try to find some 

middle ground. People like to ta lk about themselves and things related to them. " 

Tyrice Fitzpatrick said he wished he'd had this information when he was in Costa Rica for his Study Abroad 

program. Fitzpatrick. a senior majoring in English with an economics minor. said his knowledge of manners 

was based on what he lea rned while working at a banquet hall during high 

"We want you 

to sit at a 

business dinner 

and feel 

confident. W e 

want you to 

dazzle them." 

school. 

''When I was in Costa Rica I was surrounded by the most upper class people 

there, and I was uncomfortable because I didn't know what kind of conversati on 

to have," he said . 

Offering students the opportunity to learn about an important but often overlooked part of getting along in the 

business world was the idea behind the Etiquette Dinner, said Kalamazoo College Provost Michael " Mickey" 

McDonald. 

"The more knowledge you have. the more relaxed you 'll feel," McDonald said . 

Here's some additional advice from Parfet that likely won't be heard during commencement activities. 

Graduates who break bread with the boss or clients should dress conservatively. double-check their breath. 

turn off the ce ll phone, take a deep breath, and smile. 

''We want you to sit at a business dinner and fee l confident," Parfet said . "We want you to dazzle them." 

Photo 

Kalamazoo Seniors learn the merits of business dining etiquette. ''Manners ... show that you 're prepared, put 

together, and composed," said Kalamazoo-area businesswoman Meredith Parfet, the keynote spea ker at the 

POl event. 
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EXPECTATION OF INVOLVEMENT 

by Chris Killian 

Today Kalamazoo College's Jeff Crowley '88 is the Director of the White House Office of National AIDS 

Policy. In 1981 he was a 16-year-old Grand Rapids (Mich. ) high school student. That year the world 

was first encountering a devastating new disease of unknown causes that mystified the medical and 

research communities. In the years that followed, HIV/AIDS would grow into a pandemic that would 

prompt fear and prejudice in seemingly equal measure to the compassion and public health (and 

medical research) mobilization they often hampered. And in those sa me years Crowley's personal 

journey would lead him halfway around the world, to the halls of some of his country's 

most prestigious institutions of higher learning, and to one of the top policy positions in 

the White House. 

In the early 1980s. when he began looking for a college to attend. he wanted to find a 

smaller school that was student-focused. He didn't have to look far. 

As soon as he learned about Kalamazoo College's fore ign study program. the decision to 

attend "K" was an easy one, he said. He did his study abroad in Strasbourg. France. 

··My education at ·· K" made a huge impact on my life," he sa id. "There was an 

expectation that you were to be involved in your community, wherever that community 

might be after graduation." 

One of his first post-graduation communities was the nation of Swaziland, located in southern 

Africa, where he taught high school science as a Peace Corps volunteer from 1989-1 991 

Crowley was in Swaziland when the country was making a major push to expand access to 

secondary education by opening many new high schools throughout the nation. This effort 

was challenged by a ''brain drain ," as Swaziland's teachers left the country for the higher 

wages of South Africa, he said. 

Crowley tried to fill in the gaps as best he could. But his work would end up going 

beyond just teaching the elements of a high school science curriculum. 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s -long before the world was awakened to the sca le of 

the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa - AIDS was projected to become a major issue in 

Swaziland , but people there rea ll y didn't believe the disease to be real, Crowley said. 

There were not a lot of people who were recog nized to be sick or dying of HIV/AIDS. 

even though they were. 

School children told him that AIDS stood for: "American Ideas for Decreasing Sex," he 

said. 

When he returned to Africa in 2000 to attend an international AIDS conference in Durban, 

South Africa , he visited the mother of his best friend he met while in Swaziland. 

"She told me: 'They're dropping like flies"' from AIDS , he said. 

That trip was made after Crowley earned a Master of Public Hea lth degree from the Johns 

Hopkins University School of Hyg iene and Public Hea lth and a stint as the deputy executive 

director for programs at the National Association of People with AIDS (NAPWA), overseeing 

the organization's public education, community development and tra ining activities. 

From 2000-2009. Crowley was a senior research scholar at Georgetown 

University's Health Policy Institute and a senior scholar at the university's O' Neill 

Institute for National and Global Health Law. His primary areas of focus involved 

Medicaid and Medicare policy issues and their impact on people with disa bilities 

and chronic conditions, including people living with HIVIAJDS. 

His body of work and experience led President Obama to tap him to direct the Office 

of National AIDS Policy and become senior advisor on disability policy. Those two 

roles make him the president's lead advisor on HIV/AIDS policy with responsibil ities 

for coordinating disability and health policy issues for the White House Domestic 

Policy Council. 

"My education 

at "K" made a 

huge impact on 

my life. There 

was an 

expectation that 

you were to be 

involved in your 

community, 

wherever that 

community 

might be after 

graduation." 

In other word s, the post-graduation 

community he now serves is his entire 

country. 

Crowley's offi ce in the hul king Eisenhower 

Executive Office Building, a stone's throw 

from the White House, is relatively Spartan, 

given his title. A large picture of himself and 

Obama in the Oval Office hangs on a wall 

across from his desk, situated by a window 

that looks out onto the Washington Monument 

and the National Mall. 

President Obama made a commitment to 

develop the first comprehensive National 

HIV/AIDS Strategy for the United States 

which was released in July- with the hope of 

cutting new cases of HIV infection by 25 

percent over the next 5 years .. Mditionally, 

the United States invests about $19.5 bill ion 

to fight HIV/AIDS in the United States each 

year- an "amazing commitment. " Crowley 

said. 

New infections now number about 56,000 per 

year, down from the 130.000 annual new infections seen several years ago, Crowley said. 

''The numbers are headed in the right direction," he sa id. ··But they're still too high." 

More work needs to be done in the effort to eradicate HIV/AIDS from the United States and the World. that's a 

certainty. 

But Crowley, a man who has the ear of the most powerful man on the planet , is doing his level best to guide 

the nation and world toward a future devoid of AIDS. 

··we need to be appropriately aspirati onal, but rati onal,'' he said. "We can beat this .·· 

Photos 

A Jeff Crowley chronology : (1) with Philip Thomas. Professor Emeritus of Economics. and his wife Carol; (2) 

on Land Sea; (3) at Christmas; (4) Commencement. second from ri ght; (5) in Africa; (6) relaxing with friends, 

second from left; (7) and with his current boss. 
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ADMISSION BATTLES 

by Chris Killian 

On the first floor of the Mandelle Mministration Building, Eric Staab and 

his troops are fighting a kind of Cold War. 

With top tier private colleges across the country competing ever more 

fiercely for students - and their all important tuition dollars- it's an 

academic arms race, and Staab. dean of admissions at Kalamazoo 

College and his nine other staff members are on the front lines, 

crisscrossing the nation and world touting the uniqueness of ''K" to 

convince students to come to the College for a one-of-a-kind education 

that ranks among the best in the nation . 

" If you lose a student, you lose money." Staab said simply. 

Currentl y. the top four states from which "K" draws students are, in order, Michigan, Illinois, California , and 

Ohio. While the Admission Office does spend more recruiting days in Michigan than in other state, it has, in 

recent years, been refocusing its efforts in the west and southwest. 

flbout seven percent of students currently enrolled at "K" are from other countries, the highest percentage 

ever. The top three nations or regions that send students to" K" are China , Jamaica, and Southeast Asia. with 

the College focusing its international recruiting efforts on Asia and the Caribbean. 

Kalamazoo Admissions counse lors visit about 500 schools annually. 

The decision to develop an all-encompassing strategy to increase the College's diversity was made about six 

years ago, Staab sa id, with the focus on both ethnic and geographic uniqueness on campus. 

"You want different kinds of people in your classes." he said. "You don't want to rely on only one market." 

Forty percent of incoming freshman in the fall of 2010 were not from Michigan, the highest percentage since 

the 1970s, Staab said, and 18 percent identify themselves as being U.S. students of color. 

''Geographically, ethnically, socio-economically, it's more diverse than it's been in a long time," Staab said. 

Still. Michigan "will always be No. 1," he added. 

So, apart from the College's stellar academic reputation , what does Staab and his recruiters tell prospective 

"K" students? 

There are so many positive attributes that finding a place to start can be difficult, but it helps that ''K" is 

located in an urban area filled with things to do. That makes the College standout among other private 

colleges, many of which are located in rural areas. 

Then there are the impressive facilities on campus. including the recently renovated Upjohn Library 

Commons and Hicks Student Center. The construction of a new building to house the Ncus Center for Social 

Justice Leadership and renovation of Angell Field and its surrounding athletic complex (both to begin in 201 1) 

will add to thi s impressive list. 

The statel y Quad adds to the aesthetic beauty, too , Staab sa id. 

"We have a drop-dead gorgeous campus," he said. "Once we get prospective students on the campus, it's 

kind of like an atmospheric pull. They want to come here. There are actually things to do here. Plus. we're in 

a city." 

Using the massively successful student body as a marketing tool doesn't hurt either. flbout 85 percent of "K" 

students study abroad and 80 percent complete an internship , Staab sa id, all integral components of the 

K-Pian, a recipe for academic and socia l success that has been a huge selling point for Kalamazoo for nearly 

50 years. 

··we have so many students that do so much. That's what distinguishes us in terms of other programs and 

schools." he said. 

But there's always more work to do , more student populations across the nation and world to tap into to extol 

the virtues of a co llege degree- at "K." 

It helps that "K" 

is located in an 
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Professionals from Kalamazoo's Admission Office work with community-based 

organizations in urban areas across the United States, such as Miami, 

Milwaukee and Minneapolis-St. Paul , to break into cultures that don't traditionally 

push a college-going mindset. 

In 2008, Kalamazoo became the first Posse Foundation partner college in 

Michigan. The foundation works with colleges to place "Posse Scholars" -public 

high school students with extraordinary academic and leadership potential, but 

who come from groups that are underrepresented in American higher education 

and are often overlooked by traditional college selection processes- into 

institutions of higher education across the nation. 

Fifty students from Los .Angeles public schools will enroll at "K" through a 

partnership with the foundation. Starting in 2009, "K" started a plan to enroll ten 

Posse Scholars each academic year over five years. from the Class of 2013's 

matriculation to the Class of 2017's graduation. 

All Posse Scholars enrolling at ·· K" will come from the Los Angeles Unified School 

District, the public school system that serves the city of Los Angeles and many 

other cities and unincorporated areas of Los .Angeles County. More than 72 

percent of the district's nearly 700,000 students are Hispanic. 11.2 percent are 

black. and 3.7 percent are Asian. 

"The more we work to diversify. the more we make 'K' even more of a unique place." Staab said. "This is our 

mission." 

Photo 

Dean of Admission Eric Staab (foreground , right) talks with Admission Counselor Emily Yeag ley in a "war 

room" of sorts. Mmission professionals set up the Olmsted Room on an "x" and "y" axis of top competitors 

and annual mailings, respecti vely. The exercise required the entire floor of the large room. a measure of the 

fierce competitiveness of attracting students to a four-year residential liberal arts college , and provided a 

chance for the college to see how it stacks up. 
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EVERYDAY PEOPLE 

by Meredith Timpson 

If you want to change a corner of the world-or more-one strategy is to find someone who is 

making a difference and learn from them. 

" K" students found such kindred spirits in Sandra Barnhill , Dazon Dixon Diallo, and Anthony 

Flaccavento , three activists who visited campus to talk about their struggles for social 

change. Their appearance is part of the ongoing mission to situate Kalamazoo College at the 

forefront of leadership development for human rights and social justice and was sponsored 

by the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership (ACSJL). 

Barnhill has a B.A in Political Science from Georgia State University and a J.D. from the 

University of Texas. She is the founder and national president of Forever Family, a nonprofit 

advocacy organization for incarcerated parents and their children. The center is nationally 

headquartered in Atlanta with an affiliate in Louisville. 

Dixon Diallo has a B.A from Spelman College (English and journalism) and an M.A in public 

health from the University of Alabama. She is a counselor and healthworker at the Feminist 

Women's Health Center; the director of the Women's HIV/AIDS Prevention Project; and 

founder, president and CEO of SisterLove, an outreach project that addresses the Black 

female experience in the communities of Atlanta. Georgia , and Mpumalanga Province, South 

Africa, particularly the effect of the HIVIAJDS epidemic on black women. 

Flaccavento earned a B.S. (agriculture and environment studies) from the University of 

Kentucky. and an M.A (economics and social development) from the University of Pittsburgh. 

Flaccavento , the former director of the Appalachian Office of Justice and Peace, is also the 

co-founder of the Coalition for Jobs and the Environment and a founder of Appalachian 

Sustainable Development. ASD aims to build a new economy based on organic agriculture 

and eco logically sound harvest initiatives. 

That short summary, says Flaccavento , " leaves out some of the more humbling, circuitous 

stretches." In fact. all three guests bore witness to sometimes as-long-as two-year stretches 

of waiting tables, working at McDonalds or on construction crews, not to mention years of 

organizational work that included glamorous tasks like making copies and setting up tables. 

··sometimes you are just getting by (financially),'' says Flaccovento. ''But the people you meet 

and the trials you experience are a big part of the preparation for the work that we do ." 

" In the beginning," says Barnhill. " I wanted to learn about everything. I joined a whole bunch 

of classes and activities. I built my skills as an organizer doing everything. You have to be 

able to identify with the people who aren't doing the grand stuff, and you ca n't do this work if 

you can't get along and deal with people." 

In the middle of doing functional work there can come a moment when, heart in your throat. 

you have to make a choice. 

Dixon Diallo says, "I was fired by my 16 year-old manager at McDonalds in .Atlanta for 

refusing to throw away food, cooked just before closing , and giving it to the poor. The 

homeless and the hungry were just outside the door." 

Similarly, Barnhill had been fired from a job for organizing the staff at her place of employment. ·· ~ ·s really a 

badge of honor." She said, after admitting to feeling crestfallen over the firing. 

Intention and planning don't always play a part in this kind of career path , according to Dixon Diallo , " I 

remember only once making a forward-looking long term intentional decision and that was when I resolved to 

be the one to start SisterLove and not wait for someone else to do it. If you don't know exactly where you are 

going and what you are doing , hallelujah! " 

If you are faint of heart and enjoy a roof over your head with at least a couple of meals a day, be not 

daunted. Says Barnhill, ''If you figure out how to do what you love, the money will come to you. I found that 

thi s work is something that I love. Do the work you love." 

"Just because it is a non-profit doesn't mean it should be associated with poverty, low income, and low 

salaries ," says Dixon Diallo. "Commitment to social justice does not mean that 

"Commitment to 

social justice 

does not mean 

that you have to 

pledge to a life 

of poverty and 

servitude." 

you have to pledge to a life of poverty and servitude. Denounce the poverty 

mindset." 

M. times, the career leaps made from point to point seem random and unrelated , 

in part, according to Flaccovento, because jobs weren't the object of his search. 

Instead. "mostly what we do is look for needs and try to develop the best 

response. Try to find the opportunity in the needs." 

Do you have to start a non-profit organization to engage in social justice work? 

Not at all. said each guest. 

Flaccovento: "There are other parts of your life where you can engage--citizen, 

consumer, voter, to name just a few." 

Dixon Diallo: "You can become involved in political causes. serve on boards. start giving circles. " 

Barnhill: "You can be a banker or a financial planner and have a role in social change. " 

Finding a career path in social justice can be about finding yourself. Flaccovento states that his background 

as a Sicilian farmer made him comfortable with that lifestyle, yet he can ·speak to power ' in the form of 

legislatures and policy people. ··so I build a bridge between the two." 

Dixon Diallo feels her best gift is to make people laugh. "I speak the truth while holding a person's heart in my 

hand. and when you talk to me, you must hold my heart in your hand." 

Barnhill had a quiet epiphany when she "gave up the need to be right. " 

Despite varied backgrounds--working on the seemingly intractable problems of the1 0 million children in this 

country who have a parent incarcerated , the vast numbers of Black women who live with AIDs in America and 

South Africa, or the challenge of helping Kentucky see past the environmental and economic mauling from 

coal mining and corporate domination--the three activists offered a similar word of advice about strategy: 

Find out where your issue intersects with public policy and go up against the policy. And remember. they 

added , "~'s a privilege to do this work, to make a difference." 

Photos 

Sa ndra Barnhill , Dazon Dixon Diallo, and Anthony Flaccavento 
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CITY STUDIO 

by Francis Bonenfant '05 

"Art challenges us to see and question our surroundings, experiences and 

choices, but we need a more sustained conversation about the 

significance of art to all individuals, regardless of age, socio-economic 

status or cultural background." 

So contends Associate Professor of M Sarah Lindley. and her faculty 

fellowship (sponsored by the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership) 

is expanding the arts, and conversations about socia l justice and the arts, 

throughout the community. One aspect of the fellowship is an experimental 

"city studio" space for service-learning projects for seniors in her 

Advanced Studio class. 

The space consists of two art studios in the Parks Trades Center, located 

on the corner of Park Street and West Kalamazoo Avenue in downtown 

Kalamazoo. The experiment derives, in part. from an art practice called 

New Genre Public M. which originated in twentieth century avant garde 

artistic movements that sought to a llow art to esca pe from its traditional 

contexts - museums, exhibits- and bring it "to the streets." 

NGPA requires that artists have a knowledge of and investment in the 

communities in which they work. Lindley hopes that. by transferring her 

students downtown and situating them outside of their normal daily lives, 

"they will begin to think about their role in the community." The actual 

location of the studios, she explained , was ideal , being "on the boundary 

of various facets of the Kalamazoo community." 

She hopes her students' " interaction w ith and awareness of the community 

that surrounds them, " w ill help them come to their own conclusions about 

the issues of social responsibility and social justice as they mature as 

artists. They may be encouraged to work towards social justice or create 

art that addresses such issues. N. the very least, the students should be 

"aware of the contexts in which their art is made. " Lindley explains. "taking 

into account their surroundings and audience. " 

Towards thi s end, Professor Lindley has invited visiting artists to talk to 

her class on related topics. As part of getting to know the studio 

environment and surrounding community, guest artist Paul Wittenbraker 

had students in the .A::lvanced Studio course participate in a "Derive." 

Derives center around the physical act of "wandering " and combine 

experimentation and new behaviors w ith a conscious and political analysis 

of urban environments." Lindley has a lso encouraged the participation of her students in Kalamazoo's Art 

Hop events. held the first Friday of every month and encompassing much of the downtown Kalamazoo area. 

Getting to class was an occasional inconvenience for some but more than offset by the benefits of working in 

a professional setting surrounded by a community of artists. Senior Kalina Bitsicas observed that the 

experience was a unique opportunity. parti cularly in regard to the chance to participate in M Hops, where the 

students can "really feel a sense of community." 

Lindley's project also involves the Mary Jane Underwood Stryker Institute for Service-Learning. celebrating its 

tenth anniversary this year. Many service-learning programs are integrated w ith academic courses, some are 

co-curricular, and all involve community partners. Hundreds of students engage in the programs each year. 

The projects are partly designed and coordinated by Civic Engagement Scholars (CES), Kalamazoo College 

students who apply for competiti ve. endowed scholarships that support their service learning activities. 

One service-learning program is Partners in M . The program has two community partners: the Michigan 

Commission for the Blind (MCB), which provides training for the blind: and Ministry w ith Community (MwC). 

which provides food, daytime shelter and other basic serv ices to Kalamazoo's disadvantaged adults. 

Traditionally, "K" students worked on site w ith these organizations. This year, however. the Partners in M 

sessions occur in Lindley's civic studio space in the Park Trades Center, providing a neutral communal space 

outside of the confines of Kalamazoo College , MwC , and MCB. 

CES Kelsey Smith '11 coordinates the Partners in Art work w ith MCB. She likes the downtown studios as 

"community space" where all program participants work together. The "K' students and those from MCB 

quickly formed bonds. "Everyone was talking , laughing , and making art ," she says. "Art serves as a unique 

path to forming relationships and encourages an exchange of learning." 

Other "K" senior participants agree. Samantha Grobbel sa id she realized just how much "art can touch 

people. " Michelle Sabourin explained that the experience "forced all of us to question how an artist works and 

to think about broader issues." 

"The creative 

expression 

fostered and 

encouraged by 

students is 

cathartic and 

reinvigorating 

for those whose 

lives might 

otherwise be a 

gauntlet of 

poverty, 

depression , 

addictions , and 

desperation." 

The appreciation of benefits is mutual. "We are thrilled to be reaching out even 

further in thi s newly created art venture." noted Bruce Schultz, Assistant Director 

for the MCB Training Center. "The action of making art together as well as the art 

itself are both building ties and making statements. Does it get any better?" 

Some of the art work created in the sessions is being displayed at the MCB 

training center for the general public to see. 

Rob Oakleaf '01 , executive director of MwC , praises the partnership w ith "K" 

students as "truly meaningful." He says MwC serves people's basic physical 

needs, and the art projects nurture the spirit. "The creative expression fostered 

and encouraged by students is cathartic and reinv igorating for those whose lives 

might otherwise be a gauntlet of poverty, depression, addictions, and 

desperation." Oakleaf added that it was important for ''K" students to get 

engaged with Kalamazoo 's downtown, and that the arts community in the Park 

Trades Center " is the perfect place to do that." 

.According to Kelsey Smith, Lindley's project has developed "awareness" among 

the art students- what she describes as attentiveness to the possibilities of the 

purpose and use of art. Such "awareness brings participation," she adds, noting 

an increase in student participation in the Partners in Art program. On her own 

initiative, Kelsey attended a Change Ma kers Workshop that awarded her 

community partner. MCB. a small grant to help support her work at the Park 

Trades Center. Classmate Kalina Bitsicas will continue her community art 

endeavors as well. She is planning to use her creative photography to initiate a 

community project addressing elderly suicide. 

More projects are planned, and students will continue use the civic studio throughout the winter. In the 

spring, Professor Lindley plans to teach a class, an ''interdisciplinary think tank," on how to structure 

collaborative art projects w ith community partners. Her long-term hope is that her '·experiment" will eventually 

become self-sustaining , stimulating student-initiated projects and eventually involving alumni. 

The experiment is part of Kalamazoo College's liberal arts tradition of combining coursework with outside

the-classroom experiences that promote civ ic responsibility and social justice. 

Photo 1 
Michelle Sabourin '11 (left) and Samantha Grobbel '11 discuss their work with an M Hop patron. 

Photo 2 

An Art Hop patron views the work of Kalamazoo College students. 
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IMPERFECT JUSTICE 

by Meredith Timpson 

TV crime dramas can be riveting. There, suspects. lawyers, and 

prosecutors engage in diligent examination of the facts and reach logica l 

conclusions. The innocent, and not so innocent, get what they deserve. If 

only that were true off-screen. 

Justin Brooks knows first-hand it's not. Brooks is a law professor at 

California Western School of Law and director of the California Innocence 

Project (C IP), a law school clinica l program dedicated to exonerating 

wrongfully convicted people and teaching students to become excellent 

lawyers. 

This past fall Brooks came to Kalamazoo College as the 23rd William 

Weber Lecturer in Social Science. The lecture series. funded by William 

Weber '39 (who has attended every one) each year brings to campus a 

nationally-known scholar in economics, history, political science, 

psychology. or sociology and anthropology. 

Brooks characterizes his work as "mopping up after bad lawyering." In 

1994 he was teaching law in East Lansing, Michigan. He read a 

newspaper article about a 21-year-old woman in Illinois who pled guilty to 

murder and yet, amazingly enough, was on death row under the 

plea-bargain agreement. Since the whole premise of a plea-bargain 

assumes that a death sentence will be taken off the table if the defendant 

admits responsibility, Brooks felt compelled to investigate. 

With the help of several students he discovered, among other things, that 

the eyewitness in the case couldn't possibly have seen anything from where she claimed she was standing. 

After a lengthy battle, the sentence was reversed in 1997. 

"The most frustrating thing is that innocence is not a legal claim," says Brooks. "You can't bring new facts to 

an appeal. You ca n only plead to what is already in the record. " 

In other word s, '·you can have tons of new evidence but no way to introduce it." Such was the case in Los 

Angeles for Jason Kindle, a man who was eventually exonerated after serving two years. ''You have to prove 

ineffective assistance of council and that the lawyer completely misstated the law," Brooks says. '' It is hard to 

get bad lawyering taken into consideration. There is a very high bar. You must prove that. had another 

lawyer handled the case , there would be a different result." 

Kindle was convicted for the 1999 armed-robbery of the Office Depot where he was a contracted janitor. He 

was convicted based on inaccurate voice recog nition testimony and a list of store cleaning instructions found 

in his home. Police and the district attorney believed the latter was a robbery list , when in fact it was notes 

Kindle took during a training course sponsored by his janitorial services employer. 

California Innocence Project reexamined the evidence presented at trial and discovered a videotape of the 

robbery that proved the actual perpetrator was six foot, six inches tall. Kindle is a head shorter at six feet. 

The charges were ultimately dismissed. and Kindle was released. 

CIP is part of a national network of organizations that claim 261 convictions overturned in the United States. 

Seventeen of these were death row cases. Many persons had been incarcerated for more than 20 years. 

There are countless stories, some involving overzealous prosecutors , eyewitness misidentification, 

un-validated or improper forensic science. false confessions or admissions, government misconduct, or 

incompetent legal representation. 

Timothy Atkins served 23 years because of a 

"How long can 

justice lie in the 

hands of aging 

rock stars?" 

witness' fabricated story; Kenneth Marsh served 21 years for what turned out to 

be the accidental death of an infant; John Stohl served 21 years for child 

molestation even though child witnesses later recanted. protesting that social 

workers and prosecutors pressured them into making false allegations; Adam 

Riojas, despite an alibi, served 13 years because of faulty eyewitness 

identification. 

William Richards was convicted of the murder of his wife through fabricated 

forensic evidence. Other DNA evidence on the murder weapon was not found until the California Innocence 

Project requested an independent lab investigation. 

The problem of false convictions is not getting better, according to Brooks, because crime is increasingly 

politicized. ··For example, when the ca rjacking law in Michigan was passed it ca rried a much greater 

sentence than armed robbery even in cases when the carjacker did not use a weapon. That made little 

sense. ~was purely political because carjacking was the 'crime du-jour. ' Politicians have to be tough at every 

level and live up to an image. A culture of fear drives the legislation." 

Currently the California Innocence Project receives its funding from donations and annual fundrai sers. Its 

largest donor is the rock band The Eagles. 

··Because it is copyrighted by court reporters, a judicial transcript cannot be photocopied without paying. 

That's 10 ,000 pages at a dollar a page." .Adds Brooks, "I don't know how long they ca n continue singing 

'Hotel California.' How long can justice lie in the hands of aging rock stars?" 

Photo 

Justin Brooks, the 2010 Weber Lecturer, and William Weber, founder of the lecture series and the William 

Weber Chair in Political Science. 
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VERGILIAN BY THE BAY 

The summer of 2010 included an international travel 

opportunity for "K" alumni to connect with one another 

in a learning setting reminiscent of study abroad. The 

\krgilian Society invited Kalamazoo College alumni to 

join its 201 0 Summer Study Program for a trip to the 

Bay of Naples in ~a l y . The tour- The Archaeology of 

Identity in Coastal Campania: How Ancient I talians 

and Greeks Became Romans on the Bay of Naples

was co-led by Anne Haeckl , Kalamazoo College 

instructor in classics. Tour participants explored the full 

spectrum of Roman self-representation (ethnic, social , 

political , artistic , religious and individual) and learned 

first-hand how the Roman lifestyle on the Bay of Naples 

was globalized. 

" K" alumni who participated in the tour shared their 

enthusiasm for the trip. One wrote the trip was "a superb. in-depth tour, and marked not only by the skill of 

the two guides, but also by an unusually bright and interested group of participants. It would be hard to top 

thi s. I would certainly be delighted to sign up for such a tour again. " 

The study tour provided many cross-generational connections. Current student, Seth Hanna '12 joined 

alumni Elizabeth Platte '07. Elizabeth Boody '02. Girts Lorencis '69, \kronica 

" ... the trip was 

a superb, 

in-depth tour ... " 

Hubbard '82 and Dr. Haeckl. The group is pictured in the Roman theater at 

Saepinum. 

The Vergilian Society has invited Dr. Anne Haeckl and her fellow guide, Chris 

Gregg, to direct another study tour in July/August 2012. The Office of Alumni 

Relations hopes to once again partner with The Vergilian Society to offer this 

archaeolog ical adventure in lifelong learning to our entire college community - alumni , students. faculty and 

staff! 


